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ABSTRACT

is difficult due to the harsh environment and due to low manning rates.
manpower
cannot easily
be
Extra
in for repair and maintenbrought
ance. Ships may be far from suitable
and fixed
offshore
repair
dockyards,
platforms
have
to be
repaired
and
use
often
by the
maintained
at sea,
and other
very
expensive
of
divers
specialists.

The need for effective marine maintenance
is very obvious and also recogshipnized by all involved parties,
owners, classification societies, authorities, etc. Maintenance is a key factor in the economic life cycle of ships
as well as
and off shore
installations,
in the safety and risk levels of their
performance.
o
A scientifically
based theory. of
has not yet been
marine maintenance
although many elements of
established,
This paper
such an approach do exist.
presents a survey of some important research areas related to marine maintenance, . which together may form the basis
of a scientific maintenance method.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Marine
structures
- ships ”and
offshore platforms - represent very large
capital
investments,
and-the
demands
for
scheduled
operation
and planned
earnings
Public
demands
are
consequently
high.
on
safety
for people
and
environment
underline
the requirements
for fail-safe
operation.

The demands on marine
structures
are in principle not very different from
those imposed on other technical
systems, such as chemical plants, factories, buildings, bridges, trains, aeroHowever;
cerplanes and automobiles.
marine
tain features are unique to
structures:
o

Ships and offshore platforms are usually one-off designs, which means
from
that statistical. information
large series of identical vessels
does not.exist (unlike aeroplanes and
automobiles) .

0

The environmental actions, especially
wave loads and sea water corrosion,
are very severe on marine structures,
and unfortunately
only predictable
with a high degree of uncertainty.

o

Maintenance work on marine structures

Lyngby, Denmark

The
downtime
COS’C is extremely
high.
about
$20,000
A typical
ship
costs
and the biggest
North
Sea
per
day,
platforms
about
$20,000,000
per day
of lost
production.

maintenance
is
a key
Systematic
the endeavour
for
optimum
concept
in
safety
of
availability
and
technical
Very large amounts
systems in general.
of money are spent on maintenance, typically in the order of five per cent of
the new-building cost per year.
But it
is characteristic that the maintenance
function is usually governed by the
experience
and judgment of single persons, instead of a scientifically based
analysis.
In contrast to the classical engineering disciplines of design, production
where scienand economic management,
tific methods have been introduced long
ago,- a systematic research effort and a
scientific method in the field of maintenance seem to be lacking.
“Maintenance is the last frontier of scientific
management 1“ (Hawcroft, 1988).
There may be several reasons for
the neglect of maintenance as a scientific discipline in its own right.
First
of all, maintenance is so multi-disciplinary that it is not covered by any of
the traditional categories of engineers.
And secondly, all engineering education
and-tradition
is concerned with the
design and construction of new items,
not the preservation of old ones.
However, most naval architects and marine
engineers will be dealing with maintenance problems during their career, and
there is a-growing understanding of the
need for a systematic research effort in
the field of marine maintenance.
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Fig. 1.
.T~e lifetime costs of a
technical
installation.
(Sulzer, 1987).

2.

RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES AND NEEDS

Many
elements of a scientifically
method do already
based
maintenance
exist, such as:
o

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

Statistical reliability theory
Risk analysis methods
Fatigue theory
Crack growth theory
Corrosion theory
Methods of accelerated testing of
machine components
Metods”of non-destructive testing and
inspection
Instruments for automat;c measurement
and surveillance
Computers and database
systems
for
acquisition, storage and analysis of
very large amounts of data.

But a synthesis of these different
technical disciplines into one universal
maintenance theory has.never been formulated,
However, the idea as such has
been described quite precisely under the
name of terotechnology
[from Greek “tereo”: to look after, to take care of):
“Terotechnology
is a combination
of
management,
financial, engineering,
and other practices applied to physical. assets in pursuit of economic
life cycle cost.
Its practice is
concerned with specification and design for reliability and maintainability of plant, machinery, equipment,
buildings and structures,
with their
installation, commissioning, maintenmodification, and replacement,
ance,
and with feed-back”of information on
“design, performance, and costs.”
(Hewgill and Parkes, 1979).
In
contrast to the traditional
maintenance
concept,
it is emphasized
that maintenance is taken into”consider-
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ation already at the design stage where
such .as
important
system properties
reliability and ,maintainability are
deFurthermore, it is important
termined.
to realize that terotechnology is not
Organisation
only a technical matter.
are
and management
of human resources
soluequally
important for an optimal
In
tion of these complex problems.
other words, maintenance must be consilife
dered in relation to the system’s
cycle, and the marine structure
- ship
or offshore platform
- must be seen as
part “of a greater system in which human
resources play an important part.
Even if a coherent universal
maintenance theory”. may”not be possible
in
the near future, if ever, it is realistic to aim for a computerized
terotechnology method where all the disciplines
necessary
for marine maintenance
are
integrated
at a superior systems level
as a tool which is easy and fail-safe to
use for.the.operator.
In the following sections some of
the more important res,earch areas related .to marine maintenance
will be
discussed. .
3. TEE LIFE CYCLE CONCEPT
By
introducing the life cycle concept. the operational cost is replaced by
the much more relevant cost of ownership, which comprises all costs during
the lifetime of the ship or platform:
design, construction, running-in, operarepair,
tion, inspection; maintenance,
insurance, demolition, and last but not
least the losses due to unavailability
of the production capacity.

by”

Unavailability
ineffective

will
often
-maintenance.

be caused
In
this

/“

connection
it shouldbe emphasized that
minimum maintenance
cost and maximum
availability
cannot be obtaified simultaneously,
unless a life cycle Concept
is adopted.
An economic life cycle optimization
may very well end up in designs that are
different
from the results of sub-optimization of each single phase Of the
Two examples will illulife cycle.
strate this:
A few millimetres increase in steel
1)
dimensions
of an offshore platf”orm may
significafitly reduce the number of very
expensive diver inspections.
This Possibility will not arise if the “construction cost alone is minimized.
2)
The
demolition
costs
of
offshore
platforms
are
into
normally
not taken
account
at the design
If
the
stage.
design
is based
on a life
cycle
model,
a
concrete
platform
which has been
found
optimal
from a construction
cost
pointof-view
may be changed
to a steel
platform,
because
the demolition
costs
are
lower
for this
type of platform.
References:
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The life
cycle
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an offshore
platform.
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4. TEE EUUhN FA~R
The
human factor
is a key
element
in
maintenance
management
as
in
all
management
of
large
complex
systems.
All
experience
shows that
human
beings
make mistakes.
Apparently
without
explicable
reason
even the most
experi.
enced
and responsible
operators
can make
disastrous
mistakes.
Most
accidents
with ships,
airplanes,
trains
and automobiles
are due to human and not
technical
errors.
On the other hand, human”improvisation and intelligence may sometimes save
unpredicted situations, which the control system has not been prepared
for,
from developing into disasters.
That,
however,
seems to be the exception
rather than the rule.
Systematic maintenance
must, especially due to the safety aspects
involved, take the human factor into account.
Three- examples will illustrate
the problem:

.,
..-

Fig. 2.
and

1)
In a paper factory, the lubrication
of all rollerbearings
in a new production
line was”put in the hands of one
trusted worker.
Unfortunately, the man
consistently
ignored one
particular
bearing for two-years-r which resulted in
a very costly repair and production
stop .
The factory, as”a result, has
introduced automatic lubrication on all
bearings in the production line, even if
this from a pure maintenance point of

view is far more expensive than manual
lubrication.
2)
On a passenger airplane,
loss of
lubrication oil pressure was observed in
flight on all three engines nearly simwhich almost led to a disultaneously,
The reason was that all three
aster.
engines had been serviced at the same
who had changed
time by one mechanic,
the magnetic plugs for collection
of
wear
particles,
and failed to install
the necessary rubber seals on all plugs.
The
Piper
Alpha disaster
in
July
3)
1988 was allegedly
caused
by a stream
of
condensate
being
sent
through
a
line
where
a
safety
valve
had been removed
for repair and scheduled maintenance, so
that the line was open to the air. This
resulted
in a release of gas which led
to the initial explosion that started a
chain reaction ending in complete
loss
of the platform and 167 lives.
The
production operations team was obviously
unaware of the missing valve, and no
alarms seem to have warned the operators
when they tried to send the condensate
through the inoperational line.
In all three cases the human factor
is the direct cause that well-designed
“systems fail, and in all cases it is the
systematic maintenance itself that paradoxically leads to the failure. This is
probably more than a coincidence.
Maintenance provokes untypical
situations
wheie normal procedures become useless
or directly dangerous.
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Several lessons can be learned from
One single person
the three examples.
should not mainta”in or inspect the same
Back”installation over a long period.
up systems should be effectively
independent, also in terms of maintenance,
and should therefore not be serviced
and
the same time and by
the
inspected
at
The human factor
requires
same person.
systematic
maintenance
to be deliberately unsystematic.
And the need for system :-state
information
is
even
greater
than
in the
normal
during
maintenance
production
mode.
The human factor problem is related
to the problem of keeping the necessary
overview in space and time. Overview in
space is difficult because large technical systems, such as ships and offshore
platforms, are in fact too complex to be
grasped as a whole,
while
at the
same
time having the operational
knowledge
The soluabout all system components.
tion is to divide the system into smaller subsystems, paying the price of lost
overview,
especially
if the subsystems
are put in the hands of different persons.
is difficult
when
Overview in time
the time scales are outside the range of
like walking or
normal human actions,
running.
Very fast actions,
such as
manoeuvring
a modern jet fighter, require computer assistance because they
are too quick for the normal human
But also the very slow time
brain.
scales give problems. . Keeping the overview of the maintenance work on a large
technical .systern over a period of 20
years is nearly impossible for any person, not to mention that the persons in
charge
will probably
change several
times-over such a span of years.

Here again,
computers
are the natural
tools
to provide
the necessary
overview of the system
in the shor’c term
as
well as the long term.
When the $nspection
and
maintenance
tasks
are
deliberately
spread
out to a large
number of
persons
and over.a
long period
of time,
the computer
must keep the-general
overview..hnd
all
system
functions
should
be
easily
and unambiguously
understood
by
rnany.di’fftirent
per50nSThe man-machine communication takes
place by visual means; except in very
few cases, where e.g. sound alarms are
used.
And usually a computer screen is
the man-machine interface. For the purpose of creating
ah overview of complex
systems and
large amounts of
data,
graphical. displays
seem to be much
better suited than text messages
or
numbers.
“Keywords in the human factors
searqh areas are:

ze-

o
o
o
o
o

Visual
communication
Diversification
Man-machine relations
Human reliability
Psychology
of operational

References:
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AND DATA mNImRIN13

Visual inspection is still the most
important method to obtain information
structures
of the condition of marine
with respect to cracks and corrosion.
Underwater
inspections may be carried
out by divers, bpt very often a remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) carrying a TVcamera can do the job more efficiently.
Different
non-destructive
testing
(NDT) methods
are u’aed to detect the
less visible defects, the most important
being magnetoflux
and sound emission
methods.
an inspection
prograkune
Usually,
indicating inspection intervals for different
parts of the structure is laid
down by
rules of the class or other
Theories
leading to more
authorities.
flexible and efficient inspection programmes, while maintaining a specified
for
safety level, have been developed
off-shore steel platforms by Madsen et
al. (1989). Instead of fixed inspection
the results of each inspecschedules,
tion are used to determine the time until a new inspection will be necessary.
Here again the hman factor problem
Even the most
plays an important part.
experienced surveyor or diver will overlook serious cracks once in a while. So
there is an unknown risk that structures
with these damages continue in service
for the next approved period, which iS
maybe quite long because the serious
This “problem,
cracks were not found.
however,
is in principle not very different from the problem of structural
design.
Just as loads and structural
strengt~ of marine structures are considered as stochastic variables,
we can
a150 consider the inspection quality as
a stochastic
variable
in the safety
evaluation of the structure.
~mportant research areas related to
the
inspection
and data-monitoring are
foliowin~:
o
o
o
o
o

Visual inspection quality
Fatigue crack detection, visual,
magnetofluxr sound emission
Underwater inspection, divers,
remotely operated vehicles
(ROVS
Pipeline inspection,
outside
inside (pigs.)
Automatic monitoring systems.

References:
o
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BASIC =SEAWH

AT COKPONEWP LEVEL

Reliability
assessment and systematic maintenance planning both require a
good knowledge
of the reliability
of
Methods
each component of the system.
for reliability assessment at the component” level have been developed
during
the last fifty years, especially within
the electronics and aerospace industries
T%O main principles are used: statistical information from components
in
service, and laboratory testing of large
In the laboranumbers of components..
tory, accelerated testing is usually applied, meaning that the testing time is
compressed and the stress level in general terms is raised relatively to normal
service.
The latter method has the
obv$ous advantage of making reliability
assessment
possible also of newly designed components.
However, its use is
restricted
to relatively
mass
cheap
items or small standard deproduction
The reliability
of large and
tails.
expensive
components in marine
systems
can be assessed by the use of statistical data bases which have been established in recent years.
Some of these
databases have been published,
but some
have only restricted circulation.
Condition monitoring of
important
single components is applied to facilitate repair or>replacement at convenient
times.
Rotating machinery can be monitored by means,of vibration measurements
or
by continuous analysis of wear particles in the lubrication oil. Research
into automation
of thes~ methods
is
going on (Folkeson, 1988).
The following keywords
summarize
the research areas related to rel&ability and maintenance at the component
level:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Materials
!lYibology
Accelerated testing
Failure data information
Statistics of component reliability
Condition monitoring.

References:

3, 6, 9,15,

29,.30.

7. CALCULATION BASED METHODS APPLICABLE
AT SYS!lmlls LEVEL
A

.,,

number of calculation
based
methods
have been developed
for the
conof
trol,
administration,
and maintenance
large
complex systems.
These methods
have mainly. been developed within the
aerospace,
nuclear
and
defence
industries,
but several
of them are applicable
to ships
and offshore
structures.
Until
now very
l~mited
use has been made
of
the more advanced
methods
in
marine
maintenance
management.

The following keywords give a list
of- relevant calculation based systems
level methods:
\
,.
0
Operations research
o Simulation
o Stochastic modelling
o Reliability analysis
o
Failure identification
o Failure tiee analysis (FTA)
Failure mode analysis
(FMA)
o
[FMCA)
o Failure
mode effect
analysis
Spare parts exchange strategies
o
-o Inspection and repair optimization
o sensitivity and trend analysis.
References

1, 3, 6, 9, 10, 19, 22, 23,

25, 26, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34, 35, 36, 38, 41, 42.
8.

inn-s
APPLIED
AND OPERATION

IN nr~m

for computerized
Several systems
maintenance
and operation are now commercially available.
These systems in
general perform administrative functions
like job planning,
handling of spare
parts, budgeting,
accounting of wages
registration
of
and material expenses,
data searchequipment and its history,
More sophistiing and report writing.
cated methods for optimizing the maintenance activities
have not yet been
utilized
in commercially available
computer programs.
The role of the computer in systematic
maintenance of ships and offshore
platforms must be viewed in the context
of all the other tasks that are or will
be carried out by the on board computer.
The computer has already taken over a
long list of important jobs on bard.
A
central computer will therefore also
collect most of the data necessary
for
which must
the systematic maintenance,
be seen as an integrated part of the
overall ship or platform operation.
The following keywords
give
impression of the multitude
of tas~~
which the on board computers already are
or will be carrying out in the future.
Each of these computer systems will also
have a link to the maintenance
mariagement system.
o
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Administration
Job planning
Scheduling
Communication systems
Navigation systems
Integrated ship manoeuvring control
Machinery control systems
Propulsion control systems
Engine control from bridge
Process control
Safety shutdown systems
Gas and fire detection
Alarm systems
Condition monitoring

. ..
,,.>....-.

Fig”. 3.
A traditional” CAD visualization of a complex
industrial plant: very
realistic, but also very
and”not
data demanding,
weSl suited to create
a
,good

Diagnostic
support
sys’cems
Subsea
control
systems
safety
systems
o“ k7ellhead
o ROV tracking
systems
“@arts control
0 spare
history
0 Plant
0 Data base management
0
Report
writing.

0
0

References:

1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 17, 18,-21,
25, 27, 28, 31, 35, 38.

9* SYSTEMS DESCRTP’I’ION AND MODELLING
An ‘effective.computerized maintenance management system must be able to
meet the demands mentioned in the preA more detailed deceding sections.
scription of the principles for such a
system is given in Fog and Aage (1990, a
The following main features
and b).
will describe the general ideas, esinpecially
regarding the man-machine
terface.
A maintenance
and operation
system
should
first
of all
provide
the
necessary
overview
for many different
operaIt should
tors
over long spans
of time.
technical
contain
all
the necessary
the maintenance strategies
information,
in a concrete form, and the accumulated
experience gathered during construction
and operation of the plant.
This experience will be, observations made by the
as well as automatically
operators,
registered measurements.
type
simple
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The
system
should
be based
on
a
of
which
gives
computer
imaging
yet physically
realistic pictures

overview.

Traditional
of the ship or platform.
CAD models uSuallY give very realiStiC
pictures of the object, but they require
very large amounts of- input data, and
the overview produced is not necessarily
optimal (l?i@.3). A visual system dedioperation
cated
to maintenance
and
sho”tildrender sufficiently realistic but
still simple 2D13D” images,
it should
be
simple ‘to use, and require a minimum
amount of input data (Fig. 4).
Such a visual
system should be
inte”racti-ve, so that the operator
can
zoom and pan within the model (Fig. 5).
A hierarchical system with absolute and
relative definition modes of the system
figures makes system modelling flexible
and facilitates continuous
modification
and opdating of the .Syst”em.
AISO computer messages to the operator
should
be made: in a visual
language
that
promotes
fail-safe
operation:
pictures
and diagram”s
instead
of text
and
tables.
Keywords
for
and modelling are:
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

systems

description

Technical documentation
Drawings
CAD models
Functional 2D/3D visual models
Manuals
Files, card indexes, data bases
Accumulated experience
Plant register
Man-machine interactitin.

References:

7, 8, 16,
41, 42.

20,

38,

39,

40,
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Fig. 4.
Visualization to be used
for operation and maintenance of marine structures”: adequately realistic,
not very data
demanding,
well
suited
to create
an overview.

1-

.=,’

Fig. 5.
Modelling of an offshore
platform
in a visual
system where the operator can Zoom and pan
within the model.
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Engineering, OMAE’90, Houston, U.S.A., Vol.
IB, pp. 525-532.

CONCLUSIONS

Some
areas
and
maintenance
needs
for
tation
of
pointed
out.

research
of the important
marine
principles
related
to
have been discussed,
and the
further
resea~ch
or implemenexisting
results
have
been

The capacity
of modern
computers
to
store,
process
and display
large
amounts
of
complex information makes an intemaintenance
management
system
grated
possible.
Such
a system
can
utilize
visual
modelling
by modern
computer
graphics techniques, whereby some of the
human factors problems can be solved.

8.

9*

“Marine
Frog,N.G. and tige, C. (1990 b):
Maintenance - The Development of a Computer
Graphics Pr~ram for Fldelling and Operation
of Complex Systems”, Proceedings of
Scandinavian Society of Reliability Engineers Sym~sium, SRE 1990, Studsvik, Sweden,
12 pp.
Folkeson, A. (1988): “Terotechnol~ - Operational Reliability and Systematic MainPlan for a Nordic Research Protenance.
gram”, Proceedings of Euromaintenance-88,
Helsinki, Finland, Vol. 11, pp. 341-346.

10. Frankel,E.G. (1988): “System Reliability
Prioritizing the different research
The needs will be
needs is difficult.
different.. for each company, and indeed
for each ship or offshore
installation.
It is important to ensure that the maintenance systems are balanced technically
so that the resources
and economically,
are spent in accordance with the needs.

and Risk Analysis”, 2nd edition, Kluwer
Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, Holland,
446 pp.

11. Gaushell, D.J. and Dsmlington, FI.T.(1987):
“Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition”,
Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 75, No. 12,
December 1987, pp. 1645-1658.
12.

Hawcroft, C. (1988): Presentation of ppr
“Maintenance, Money, Management, and Com@ters”, Proceedings of Euromaintenance-88,
Helsinki, Finland, Vol. I, pp. 46-57.

13 ●

Hewgill, J.C. and Parkes, D. (1979): “Terotechnol~y - Philosophy and Concepts”, Terotechnica, Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 3-8.

14.

HoPson, C. (1988): “Industry lessons from
Piper Alpha”, The Oilman/Offshore, November
1988, p. 3.

15 ●
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pp. 44-45.

16.

Inagaki, T. and Ikeba Y. (1988): ‘A Mathematical Analysis of Human-machine Interface
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DISCUSSION
Harold Ramsden
Quite a few yearnback I was managerof maintenancefor
Global Marine and we had some problems with some of
themanagersand some of therig crews cuttingimardsand
cutting openings in watertight bulkheads. We didn’t
know quiw how to cure the problem. I wrote a memo to
all themanagerssaying thatifthey did thatwe were going
to lose our insurww coverage. Well, thatgot a letterfrom
the president saying thatall managerswould confer with

the maintenance
department
lwfore they did anything to
the ships. The @nt is thatI read recently about the Oil
Pollution Act which is pretty devastatingif you lcmkat it
in theresponsibility of theoil carriersandpeaple thatown
the oil, people thatown the ships and people thatcharter
the vessels. I thinkifyouhaven’trcally =dinto that you
need to look at it carefully and pay attention to your
maintenance UJassure safe operation and prmluct handling.
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